THE FERGUSON DYNASTY CONTINUED

We feared that we missed a few stars in our search for chairs who trained under orthopaedic legend Albert Ferguson. Sterling Williamson, Res ’70, now semiretired, called to say he studied under Ferguson and later, during the ’80s, became chief of pediatric orthopaedics at Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters in Norfolk, Virginia. He’s known for treating inoperable spine problems.

SURGEON/MUSIC MATCH

ANSWERS TO OUR “LAST CALL,” PAGE 40:

John Meledandri—Michelob Ultra

Robert Brandon—Bob Seger

Ben and Jerry’s—Brahms

Jerry Jefferson—Jean-Luc Ponty

Robert Goldwyn—Led Zeppelin

Roy Harigae—Red Zepplin

Glenn Hammad—John Coltrane

Miller Davis.

We gladly receive photos and letters (which we may edit for length, style, and clarity).
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Please send address corrections to the alumni office:

Pitt Med Address Correction
ATTN: Crystal Kubic
M-200k Scaife Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15261
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Fax: 412-648-9500
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2002 MAGAZINE HONORS

Gold Medal, Special Interest Magazines
2002 Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)

Gold Medal, General Interest Magazines
2002 CASE District II Accolades

Gold Medal, Best Article of the Year
2002 CASE District II Accolades

Silver Medal, Periodical Staff Writing
2002 CASE District II Accolades

Honorable Mention, Magazine Women in Communications Pittsburgh Professional Chapter

Matrix Award, Best Article of the Year
Women in Communications Pittsburgh Professional Chapter

IT’S A SMALL GALAXY

Contemplate bio-defense. Discuss the vagaries of clinical research. Check out robots and other high tech “gadgets.” At the University of Pittsburgh’s second annual science festival, you’ll explore these and other fascinating topics. World-renowned researchers will share their knowledge during the free, three-day event. There’s even an exhibit of science as art. Where else can you grab barbecue during a rock concert, learn about nitric oxide from a Nobel laureate, and score goodies at a science trade show?

AMONG THE MANY FEATURED SPEAKERS:

FERID MURAD
1998 Nobel laureate, chair of integrative biology and pharmacology
University of Texas—Houston

C. DAVID ALLIS
Professor of biochemistry and molecular genetics
University of Virginia

SCIENCE2002: SYNERGY IN SCIENCE

SEPTEMBER 18–20
http://www.science2002.pitt.edu